DBT Proposal Fair Announcement

Innovative Proposals are invited from faculties in eligible Institutions for an invitation-only Proposal Fair. The Theme of the proposal fair is Total/Partial Organ Development and assistive technologies using Bioengineering methodologies. This can include connected areas of Electronics, Imaging, Sensing, Materials Engineering, Biology and Product Development. Proposal must be translational and directed towards a final product outcome that is clearly identified. Only Very innovative ideas that are not incremental additions to existing products will be invited for Proposal submission to DBT Bioengineering Committee. The Experts in the Bioengineering Committee will provide mentoring support for in-depth development of the proposal & research. Invitation to the proposal fair will be based on this one-page submission. One page summary with their principle idea should be submitted in enclosed format to DBT at bioengffair@dbt.nic.in not later than May 30, 2016. Three hard copies of write-up also to be sent to Dr. Kakali Dey Dasgupta, Scientist ‘D’, Room No.814, 8th Floor, Block-2, C.G.O Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003.

Format for Submission for Proposal Fair

Name

Institution Name with Address

Designation

Proposal Title

Identified product

Description in 500 words clearly outlining the innovation in the research & product development

Extended Date of Proposal submission: May 30, 2016